Dear Ridgeline Families,

Every year Ridgeline’s principal develops the School Improvement Plan (SIP). The SIP is based on review of the progress made on the goals from the previous year, stakeholder feedback, analysis of state testing results and other data and identifying work that will help Ridgeline continue to grow and improve. It is an essential, living document for Ridgeline. It is a tool for the Ridgeline staff and community to use in establishing, reviewing, and evaluating our goals, and for sharing these goals and our growth with our sponsoring district. I encourage you to read the entire SIP if you are interested in more detail. Over the course of the next week, I will share why these goals are important, how we will work towards our goals, and what you can do to support your student and Ridgeline in our efforts.

2019-2020 School Improvement Plan Goals:

Program Level Goal
We will strengthen school climate and culture by focusing on team building and collaboration so that all stakeholders see themselves as valued members of the collective whole. Using shared leadership and with equity kept at the forefront, staff will participate in developing processes and refining systems that build a stronger foundation of trust, safety, and belonging.

Academic Goal
Each cohort’s math performance in grades 4-7 will improve by at least 3%-8% over last year’s results.

Attendance
We will
● Reduce the number of chronically absent students to 10%,
● Maintain gender equity in our chronically absent students, and
● Analyze data to determine if there are any attendance rate gaps in our ethnic race subgroups.

Your engagement and participation is vital for our students and our school’s success. Together we can accomplish so much more.

Sincerely,

Chrystell Reed, Executive Director